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Section 7: Beta integrals 
Theorem 1: If neither a nor -a-r IS an integer ~0 and if 
-n< arg p<n, then 
'1 
(19) J xa- 1 ( 1 + px) ... dx, 
< 
where ~ and 'fJ denote the variables respectively of the complete Hadamard 
neutrices H O+ and H 00 , assumes by means of these neutrices the neutralized 
value 
(20) 
Remark: 
the relation 
(21) 
(a-1)!(-a-r-1)! -a 
(-r-1)! P · 
This is a neutralized and therefore more general form of 
00 
J a-1( 1 ).,.d _(a-1)!(-a-r-l)! -a x +px X- (-r- 1)! p , 
0 
which holds if the real parts of a and -a- r are positive. 
In this neutralization we have replaced the limits 0 and 1 by variables 
of neutrices. We can neutralize (21) in many different ways, since there 
are many neutrices which can be used here. 
The result formulated above is not surprising, since the negligible 
functions of Ho+ are defined in the neighborhood of 0 and the negligible 
functions of H 00 are defined in the neighborhood of oo, so that it is not 
astonishing that sometimes these neutrices can take over the role of the 
corresponding points. In a paper under the title "Residue Calculus" 
I shall find a more surprising result, namely that sometimes the limit 0 
may be replaced by the variable of a certain neutrix whose domain lies 
rather far away from the origin and that sometimes the limit oo may 
be replaced by the variable of a neutrix whose domain lies rather far 
away from oo. 
Proof: In the case that Rea and Re (-a- r) are both positive, the 
I6 
assertion follows from (2I). In the proof I may therefore suppose either 
that 
1} I x" (I +px).,. dx 
; 
assumes the neutralized value 
or that 
a!(-a-r-2)! 
-'-;---------,-,..,..--''- p-a-1 (-T-1)! 
1} I x"- 1 (I+ px).,._ 1 dx 
; 
assumes the neutralized value 
(a-1)!(-a-r)! -a 
(-T)! p • 
In the first case it follows from 
The first term on the right-hand side can be written, apart from a term 
which tends for 'YJ --+ oo to zero, as a linear combination of 'Y/"+.,.+ 1, rj"+-r, ... , 
so that this term is negligible in H 00 • The last term on the right-hand 
side can be written, apart from a term which tends for ~ --+ 0 to zero, 
as a linear combination of ~",~"+I, ... , so that this term is negligible in 
Ho+· This gives the required result because of 
a+r+ 1 a! (-a-T- 2)! 
a · (-r-1)! 
In the second case it follows from 
(a-1)! (-a-r-1)! 
(-r-1)! 
where the terms on the right-hand side are negligible respectively in Hoo 
and Ho+· This gives the required result because of 
T (a-1)! (-a-r)! 
a+r (-r)! 
This completes the proof. 
(a-1)! (-a-r-1)! 
(-r-1)! 
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If Rea andRe( -a--r) are positive, then formula (21), differentiated 
k times with respect to a and l times with respect to -r gives for each 
integer k ~ 0 and each integer l ~ 0 
(24) ll x"-1 (I+ px)T (log x)k (log (I+ px))1 dx = ok+l (a-1)!(-a-r-1)! -a 
= oak()rl (-r-1)! p 
As follows we can write this formula in a neutralized form. 
Theorem 2: Ifneither a nor -a--ris an integer ~0, if -:n:<arg p<:n: 
and if k and l are integers ~ 0, then 
'1 f x"- 1 (I+ px)T (log x)k (log (I+ px))l dx, 
r; 
where ~ and 'YJ denote the variables respectively of the Hadamard neutrices 
Ho+ and H 00 , assumes by means of these neutrices the neutralized value 
()k+l (a-1)!(-a-r-1)! -a 
oakorl (-r-1)! p . 
Proof: The proof given here is similar to that of Theorem I. In the 
case Re a>O;Re(-a--r)>O the assertion follows from (24), so that 
I may assume that the assertion holds either with a replaced by a+ I or 
with -r replaced by -r- I. 
(I) Assume that the assertion holds with a replaced by a+ I. Dividing 
both sides of (22) by a and differentiating k times with respect to a and l 
times with respect to -r we obtain 
(25) 
'1 f x"- 1 (1 + px)T (log x)k (log (I+ px))1 dx + 
r; 
()k+l 11" (1 + P7J)T+1 ()k+l ~<1 (1 + p~)T+1 
- oakorl (] - oakorl (] 
The first term on the right-hand side can be written as a linear 
combination of functions of the form 
(26) 
where u and v are integers ~ 0. Each function of the form (26) can be 
written, apart from a term which tends for 'YJ -l>- = to zero, as a linear 
combination of functions of the form 
'Yja+T+1-h (log 'YJ)i, 
where h and j are integers ~ 0. These functions are negligible in H 00 , 
so that also the first term on the right-hand side of (25) is negligible in H 00 • 
2 Series A 
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The second term on the right-hand side of (25) can be written as a 
linear combination of functions of the form 
(27) 
where u and v are integers ~ 0. Each function of the form (27) can be 
written, apart from a term which tends for ; ~ 0 to zero, as a linear 
combination of functions of the form 
where his an integer ~0. These functions are negligible in Ho+, so that 
also the second term on the right-hand side of (27) is negligible in Ho+· 
Using the fact that the assertion holds with a replaced by a+ 1 we 
see that the second term on the left-hand side of (25) assumes by means 
of Ho+ and H 00 the neutralized value 
~ *' (k) (l) ( ()k+l-~ a+•+ 1) . . om+n a! (-a--r-2)! -a-l 
p £.., ..:::.., m n oak-morl-n a oamo-z-n (--r-1)! p 
m-0 n-0 
ok+l a+r+1 a! (-a-T-2)! -a- 1 
= p oakorl. a . (--r-1)! p 
ok+l (a-1)! (-a--r-1)! -a 
=- oakorl (-T-1)! p ' 
Consequently (25) gives the required result. 
(2) Assume that the assertion holds with r replaced by r-1. Then 
we divide both sides of (23) by a+-r: and we go on in the same way as 
in (1). This completes the proof. 
From the theorems 1 and 2 we can deduce many results by means of 
the general rules. I give some examples. 
Theorem 3: If A. is positive and if neither a fA. nor -(a fA.) --r: is an 
integer ~0, then for each p with -n<arg p<n the integral 
'1 
(28) f x"-l (l + px't dx, 
" 
where ; and 'YJ denote the variables respectively of the Hadamard 
neutrices Ho+ and H 00 , assume by means of these neutrices the neutralized 
value 
1 ((a/A.)- 1)! (-(a/A.) --r-1)! -(a/l.l 
- p A (-T-1)! . 
Proof: By means of the substitution x=y1il. we can write (28) as 
'11 
(29) ~ J y(ajl.)- 1 (l + py)-r: dy, 
;, 
where ; 1 =;• and 'Y}1='YJ•. The Hadamard neutrices Ho+ with variables 
; and ; 1 are isomorphic. The Hadamard neutrices Hoo with variables 
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'YJ and 'Y/1 are also isomorphic. Consequently the neutralized value of (28) 
obtained by means by the neutrices Ho+ and H 00 with the variables 
$ and 'YJ is equal to the neutralized value of (29) obtained by means of 
the neutrices Ho+ and H 00 with the variables $1 and 'YJ1• Theorem 1 
applied with a replaced by afA. gives therefore the required result. 
In the same way theorem 2 yields 
Theorem 4: If A.>O, if neither ajA. nor -(a/A.)-r is an integer ~0, 
if -n<arg p<n and if k and l denote integers ~0, then the integral 
1) f x"- 1 ( 1 + pxA).,. (log x)k (log ( 1 + pxA) )1 dx 
; 
assumes by means of the Hadamard neutrices H 0 with variable$ and Hoo 
with variable 'YJ the neutralized value 
~ ()k+l ((a/A)-1)!(-(a/A)-<-1)! -(a/?.l 
A ()ak()•l (-<-1)! P 
Theorem 5: If neither a nor r is an integer ~ 0, then 
v 
(30) f x(J- 1 (1-x).,._ 1 dx 
c 
assumes by means of the neutrices Ho+ with variable C and Hoo with 
variable v the neutralized value 
(a-1)! (<-1)! 
(a+•-1)! 
Proof: By means of the substitution x=y/(1-y) we write (30) as 
where $=C/(l-C) and 'YJ=vf(l-v). Theorem 1 holds ifwechooseforHo+ 
the neutrix formed by the functions of $ which, apart from a term 
tending for $-+ 0 to zero, can be written as a linear combination of 
~", $"+1, ... and if we choose for H oo the neutrix formed by the functions 
of 'YJ which, apart from a term tending for 'YJ-+ oo, can be written as a 
linear combination of 'YJ"+..-, rJ"+..--1, .... In the present theorem I choose 
for Ho+ the neutrix formed by the functions of C which, apart from a 
term tending for C-+ 0 to zero, can be written as a linear combination 
of C", C"+l, .... Furthermore we choose for H1- the neutrix formed by 
functions of v which, apart from a term tending for v -+ 1 to zero, can 
be written as a linear combination of (1-v)\ (1-v).,.+l, .... The Hadamard 
neutrix Ho+ with variable $ is isomorphic with the Hadamard neutrix 
Ho+ with variable C. The Hadamard neutrix Hoo with variable 'YJ is 
isomorphic with the Hadamard neutrix H 1- with variable v. Conse-
quently (30) and (31) assume the same neutralized value, so that theorem 1, 
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applied with p = 1 and with -r replaced by -a- -r gives the required result. 
Applying again the substitution y = x<J/1. we obtain 
Theorem 6: If A.>O, if neither afA. nor-ris an integer ~0, then 
v f x<J-1 (1- x:~.v-1 dx 
c 
assumes by means of the Hadamard neutrices Ho+ with variable C and 
H 1_ with variable v the neutralized value 
1 ((a/J.)-1)! (-r-1)! 
X ((ajJ.) +-r-1)! 
Theorem 2 gives 
Theorem 7: If neither a nor -r is an integer ~ 0, then for each integer 
k 6 0 and each integer l6 0 the integral 
" f x(J-1 (1-xV- 1 (log x)k (log (1-x))1dx 
c 
assumes by means of the Hadamard neutrices Ho+ with variable t; and 
H 1- with variable v the neutralized value 
ok+l (a-1)!(-r-1)! 
oako-rl (u+-r-1)! 
If at least one of the two numbers a and -a--r is an integer ~0, 
then the integral (19) assumes by means of the Hadamard neutrices 
Ho+ and H 00 a finite neutralized value, but this value is of course not 
equal to (20), since in that case (20) is not finite. 
Example 13: Assume that a= -his an integer ~0 and that -r is 
not an integer 6 0. Then the integral (19) assumes by means of the 
complete Hadamard neutrices H O+ and H oo the neutralized value an ph 
determined by the initial condition 
g'(O) 
a0 = (- -r- 1)!, where g(a) =a! ( -a--r-1)! p-(J 
and by the recurrence relation 
(h 6 1). 
Remark: If -r is an integer 60, then for each a the integral (19) 
assumes by means of Ho+ and Hoo the neutralized value zero, since in 
this case the integral can be written in the form 
so that it is negligible in Ho+ and H00 • 
2I 
Proof: In the case a=O we apply 
) l x- 1 (I+px)~ dx =(I +.P1])~ log 1J- (I +PW log~-(32) ; 1) 
- rp J (I+ px)~- 1 (log x) dx. 
; 
The first term on the right-hand side is negligible in H 00 and the second 
is negligible in H O+· Applying theorem 2 with k = I; l = 0; a= I and with 
r replaced by r-I we obtain that the last term on the right-hand side 
of (32) assumes the neutralized value 
( d (a-1)!(-a-r)!. _) (d a!(-a-1-r)! ) g'(O) 
-rp da (-r)! p a a-1 = da (-r-1)! p-a a-o = (-r-1)! · 
This gives the required result for a= 0. 
If a= -h is a negative integer, then we apply (22). The first term on 
the right-hand side of (22) can be written, apart from a term which 
tends for 1] --+ oo to zero, as a linear combination of 'l]a+~+l, 'l]a+~, .... 
None of the exponents is zero, since a is a negative integer and r is not 
an integer ~ 0. Consequently the first term on the right-hand side of (22) 
is negligible in H 00 • The second term on the right-hand side of (22) can 
be written, apart from a term which tends for ~ --+ 0 to zero, as a linear 
combination of ~a, ~a+l, .... This combination contains one constant term, 
namely -('t1)pn, so that the second term on the right-hand side of (22) 
assumes the neutralized value -('t 1)pn. In this way we obtain by (22) 
- hah + (- h + T + l) ah_ 1 = - (' t I) , 
which yields the required recurrence relation. 
Section 8: Gamma integrals. If -n/2<arg p<n/2 and r>O, then 
we have for each a with Re afr> 0 
(33) 
This formula holds even if the condition - n/2 < arg p < n/2 is replaced 
by arg p = ±n/2, provided that for the sake of convergence we replace 
the condition Re afr>O by the stronger condition O<Re afr<l. The 
question arises whether we can neutralize (33) in such a way that we 
obtain a result which holds also in the case Re ajr-;;:,0. This is done in 
the next theorem. 
Theorem 8: If -n/2<arg p<n/2 and r>O and afr is not an integer 
-;;;, 0, then the integral 
(34) 
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where ~ denotes the variable of the complete Hadamard neutrix H o+, 
assumes by means of this neutrix the neutralized value 
~ (~- l )t p-(C!/T)• 
This remains true if the condition - n/2 < arg p < n/2 is replaced by 
arg p= ± n/2; Re afr< l. 
Proof: In the case Re afr>O the assertion follows from (33), so that 
in the proof we may suppose that we have already proved that the 
integral 
00 f xa+<-1 e-pw' dx 
; 
assumes by means of Ho+ the neutralized value 
(35) 
We have for ~> 0 
00 00 00 (36) pi f xa+•- 1 e-pw' dx =- f XCI de-P"'' = ~C! e-pf;' + (J f xC!- 1 e-pw' dx. 
I; I; I; 
The first term on the right-hand side can be written, apart from a term 
which tends for~--+ 0 to zero, as a linear combination of functions of the 
form ~a+hr, where h is an integer ~ 0. Each exponent a+ hr is # 0, since 
ajr is not an integer ;;;; 0. Consequently the first term on the right-hand 
side of (36) is negligible in Ho+, so that the neutralized value of (34) is 
in view of (35) equal to 
PT.~(~)! p-(CI/T)-1 = ~ (~- l)! p-(CI/<l. 
a T T T T 
The reader is right if now he expects 
Theorem 9: If -n/2<argp<n/2 and -r>Oandaf-risnotaninteger 
;;;; 0, then for each integer k the integral 
(37) 
00 f xC!- 1 (log x)k e-pw' dx 
I; 
assumes by means of the complete Hadamard neutrix Ho+ with variable 
~ the neutralized value 
This remains true if the condition - n/2 < arg p < n/2 is replaced by 
arg p= ± n/2; Re afr< l. 
Proof: In the case Re afr> 0 we obtain the neutralized value of (37) 
by replacing ~ ~y zero so that we find the required result by differentiating 
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both sides of (33) k times with respect to a. In the proof I may therefore 
assume that we have already proved that 
00 f xa+~- 1 (log x)k e-px~ dx 
; 
assumes by means of Ho+ the neutralized value 
(38) ! ~ (~)1 -(aM-1 T ouk T • p • 
In the case k> 0 we may also assume that 
00 J xa-1 (log x)k- 1 e-px~ dx 
~ 
assumes by means of Ho+ the neutralized value 
(39) ! ()k-1 (~- l)! p-(<1/~). 
T ouk-1 T 
We have for ~> 0 
00 
pi f Xa+<- 1 (log X)k e-px~ dx = ~a (log~? e-P"~ + 
" 00 00 
+a f x"- 1 (log x)k e-pxf! dx + k J xa- 1 (log x)k- 1 e-Px' dx. 
" " 
The first term on the right-hand side is negligible in Ho+ In view of (38) 
and (39) we find therefore that (37) assumes by means of Ho+ the 
neutralized value 
! ~ (~)' -(a/~l __ !!.._ 0k-1 (~_I)' -(a/~) 
0" duk T • p O"T ()uk-1 T • p • 
The first term is according to the rule of Leibnitz equal to 
_!_~(f.(~- l)! -(<1/<) =! ~ (.?:- l)! -(<1/<) + !!.._ ()k- 1 (~ -1)! -(<1/<). 
O"T ouk T p T ouk T p (}T ouk-1 T p 
This gives the required result. 
Example 14: Assume, for h=l,2, ... , -nf2:;;;,argpn:;;;,nj2;rn>0; 
an/Tn is not an integer :;;;;, 0; if arg Pn = ± n/2, then Re an/Tn < l. If 
n f(x) = ! ch x<>"n e-Pnx'n 
h~1 
tends to zero as the positive number x tends to zero, then we have for 
each integer k ~ 0 
(40) 
Indeed, in this case there exists a positive number b such that f(x) = Ox0 
24 
for small positive x. so that the integral occurring m (40) converges. 
We have for ~>0 
oo n oo 
(41) f x- 1 (log x)k f(x) dx = L ch f X"h- 1 e-PhxTh dx. 
; h=l ; 
The left-hand side of (40) is the neutralized value of (41); the right-hand 
side of (40) is the neutralized value of (41). This completes the proof. 
(To be continued) 
